DESIGN GUIDE

Cord Ends & Toggles
Essential information for designing your
custom cord end and toggles.
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Cord ends and toggles are a great way to add a little extra value to
your garments. They can be produced plain or with your own branding.
The sections below will explain the design options available.

Contents &
Key Info

Cord End Styles

Cord End with Cap . Cord End with Screw . Open Cord End . Aglet

Cord Stopper Styles

Single Hole Stopper . Double Hole Stopper

Design

Material (Metal or Plastic) . Plain (No Logo) . Branded

Colour

Plastic - Black . White . Transparent . DTM

A breakdown of the key areas
covered by our design guide plus

Metal - Metal Finish . Enamel & Rubber Coated

information regarding minimums and
lead times.

Minimum Order
Quantity

Sampling
Lead Time

Production
Lead Time

1,000

16-18

18-21

Pieces

Approximate Working Days

Approximate Working Days

(Depending on style & material)
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Cord End
Styles

Cord End with Cap

Aglet

For this style, the cord is pulled through, knotted and then pulled

Aglets are available in metal and plastic. A metal aglet is crimped

down so it sits inside the cord end. The cap is then fixed to the

onto the end of the cord. A plastic aglet is wrapped around the

underside of the cord end to hide the knot.

cord and heated to seal.

Cord End with Screw

Open Cord End

This style involves inserting the cord into the cord and and a screw is

An open cord end style works the same way as the cord end with

then used to hold the cord in place.

cap, but the knot is visible.

We produce a range of cord end
styles that are usually available in
both plastic and metal.
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Single Hole Stoppers

Cord Toggle
Styles
There are a number of standard
styles of single and double hole cord
stoppers in both plastic and metal.
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Double Hole Stoppers
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Design & Branding
While many of these locks and stoppers
are standard items supplied unbranded,
metal items can be branded with
engraved, raised or printed designs.

Plastic aglets can also have printed

Branding
& Colours

designs. Mould charges will apply.

There are some personalisation
options available for your cord ends
and stoppers depending on the
chosen style.

Colour
Plastic cord locks and stoppers are
commonly available in black, white and
transparent but we can dye to match
where required (minimums will apply).

Metal items can be plated in a range of
metal finishes along with enamel and
rubber coated colours that can be
matched to Pantones.
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You now have all the tools to get designing your
cord ends and toggles, but if you still have any questions, do not
hesitate to get in touch. We look forward to hearing
from you and seeing your designs.
enquiries@ukpaccessories.com

If you are looking for design inspiration, or would like to
see other products within our range, visit our website.
www.ukpaccessories.com

